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EVALUATION PURPOSE
This study is the first in a series of formative evaluations conducted to identify and assess scaffolds
designed to help visitors investigate live specimens under a research-grade microscope. Its primary
purpose is to begin to identify the challenges visitors face in using the microscope to make sense of
developing zebrafish embryos. More specifically, this evaluation collects preliminary, baseline data on
1) how visitors use the microscope and 2) what they observe with minimal interpretation. The results
serve to inform future prototype design of dynamic supports, which adapt to the changing, living
specimen under the microscope, to help visitors observe the microscopic world as a biologist would.
METHOD
The Prototype Exhibit
Visitors were given limited access to a Zeiss Axiovert 200M scientific-grade inverted microscope via a
visitor kiosk as shown in Figure 1. The kiosk consists of a touchscreen monitor with which visitors could
1) move the stage (i.e., the xy position of the scope), 2) focus (i.e., the z position), 3) choose the light (i.e.,
Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) or fluorescent light) 4) select an objective (i.e., 5x or 10x), and 5)
digitally enlarge the view. At the time of this evaluation, the development team was still working on
stage control, which was sometimes unresponsive or abrupt. Also, there were no limits placed on the xy
coordinates that visitors could move to, meaning that they could wander far outside a productive search
area.
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Figure 1. Visitor kiosk. The kiosk allowed visitors to control the microscope (behind the glass).

As part of a baseline study, the prototype kiosk provided some very basic information of what visitors
might see under the microscope but otherwise gave no additional interpretative supports. See Figure 2.
Figure 2. Screenshot of the kiosk’s monitor.

The evaluation was conducted on four days in late December and early January. A new slide of zebrafish
embryos was prepared on each day. The positions and estimated ages of the embryos on each of the
slides are noted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Zebrafish embryos on slide

a.Dec 22 slide

b. Dec 27 slide
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c. Dec 28 slide

d. Jan 3 slide (until 13:11)

e. Jan 3 slide (after 13:11)
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Participants
An assistant evaluator approached every third visitor, who appeared 8 years old or older, as s/he crossed a
predefined imaginary line near the exhibit prototype. If the visitor was a minor, the recruiter asked the
accompanying adult for permission to talk with the youth. If the visitor was with another person, the
evaluator welcomed both visitors to participate. The evaluator asked the selected visitor(s) if s/he would
be interested in giving feedback on a new exhibit being developed and would consent to being audio and
videotaped at the exhibit. Table 1 shows the demographic information of the visitors who agreed to
participate.
Table 1. Demographics of study participants
Age Group
adult

Gender

Count
8

Count

female

3

male

5

5

female - female

4

child - child

1

male - male

3

Total

25

female - male

10 *

Total

25

adult - adult

11 *

child - adult

*

One of the recordings was unintelligible
and was not used in the analysis

*

One of the recordings was unintelligible
and was not used in the analysis

Data Collected
In total, the evaluator recruited 25 visitor groups1 over the four days of evaluation. Visitors were asked to
think aloud as they used the exhibit and to answer a few questions about their experience immediately
after they were finished using the prototype. The following data were collected for each participating
group:
•
•
•
•
•

Video recording of the visitors’ hands as they used the exhibit.
Video recording of what was visible under the microscope.
Audio recording of the visitors’ think aloud as they used the exhibit.
Computer logs. A program logged the microscope’s xyz position every 500ms and the time and
nature of any changes in the objective or the light setting.
Interview data. The assistant evaluator interviewed the study participant(s) immediately after they
indicated that they had finished using the prototype. The interview questions can be found in
Appendix A.

There was a technical problem with one of the groups’ think aloud audio recording. Consequently, the
analysis was conducted for data collected for 24 of the 25 groups recruited.

1

A group was either an individual or a pair of visitors.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
How did visitors use the microscope to explore the slide?
Stage Movement
All of the study participants were able to find a zebrafish under the microscope. On average, visitors
spent a large majority (M = 80%) of their time with a zebrafish specimen in view. However, visitors who
started with nothing visible under the microscope (n = 5) tended to spend less (M = 48%) of their exhibit
time on a specimen compared to those who began their exhibit experience with a zebrafish already in
view (n = 19; M = 88%).
Furthermore, once visitors found a specimen, they tended to stay on that specimen; the mean number of
specimens seen was one zebrafish even though there were multiple embryos on the slide. If that specimen
was a recently hatched fry, visitors would move the microscope to follow it as it swam around the slide.
Otherwise, visitors did not wander far from the first specimen they found. See Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Figure 4. Two examples of visitors’ xyz microscope movement when the first specimen seen was
stationary.

Microscope’s XYZ Positon
Specimen

6

5x

5x w/ Fluorescence

10x

10x w/ Fluorescence

Figure 5. An example of visitor’s xyz microscope movement as s/he pursued a fry.

Microscope’s XYZ Positon
Specimen

5x

5x w/ Fluorescence

10x

10x w/ Fluorescence

Because visitors tended to look at only one specimen, comparison, a cornerstone of scientific observation,
was not common. Looking through their think alouds, I found only six visitors who tried to compare:
Different specimens

Different aspects of the same specimen

Different species

There are many possible reasons why visitors’ slide exploration was so limited: 1) The stage movement
was still being developed and difficult to use in this prototype. 2) Visitors did not know that there were
multiple specimens to look at. 3) Visitors did not care to look at more than one specimen. 4) An earlier
task analysis with biologists revealed that they often begin their slide exploration by systematically
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scanning through the slide in a raster pattern. This gives them an overview of what the slide contains.
Figure 6 shows how a staff member first scans through a slide. But, visitors are unfamiliar with this
strategy and consequently their explorations were more haphazard, serendipitous, and limited, as shown
in Figure 4.
Figure 6. A staff member’s initial xyz microscope movement as she surveys the slide.

Microscope’s XYZ Positon
Specimen

 Design Implications. To address visitors’ limited exploration, future iterations may improve the
usability of the stage control and inform visitors that there are multiple specimens that are different and
worth looking at and comparing. Short of asking visitors to raster scan a slide, the next prototype may
provide a visual overview of the slide that indicates the location of all the zebrafish specimens available.
Focus
All of the 24 visitors used the focus control and saw a specimen in focus. Furthermore, reviewing the
think aloud data, I found that a few (two) visitors were using the focus to explore the three-dimensional
aspects of the zebrafish’s structure:

Although not as sophisticated, this is akin to the way microscopists utilize focus: experts move through
the z-plane to mentally construct a three-dimensional understanding of a specimen. The think alouds
revealed that for at least a few visitors, focusing went beyond simply making the image clearer.

 Design Implications. This finding points to an opportunity to help visitors use and think about focus to
‘add dimension’ to their slide explorations, i.e., to ‘see’ three-dimensional structure of biological
specimens on a flat monitor.
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Fluorescent Light
The zebrafish specimens used are transgenic organisms with Green Fluorescence Protein (GFP) that line
the developing circulatory system. Under fluorescent light, the lining of blood vessels fluoresces green.
Given the limited interpretative supports provided, visitors, not surprisingly, did not know what the
fluorescent light did. For example:

And, six out of the 21 (29%) visitors who used the fluorescent light turned on the fluorescence for
embryos that have not developed their circulatory system yet. Consequently, they saw a completely dark
(and disorienting) screen.

 Design Implications. Given the limited information the baseline prototype provided on fluorescent
light, it was not surprising that visitors did not know what it was for and what it could show them.
Nonetheless, our findings point to when and how to contextualize future guidance. Some possibilities
include encouraging visitors to use the fluorescent light only 1) when there is a specimen in view with a
developing circulatory system that fluoresce, or 2) when a recognizable part (i.e., the heart or the vessels
in the tail) of the specimen’s circulatory system is in view. What visitors recognized is discussed in the
next section.
10x Objective
The 10x objective mounted on the microscope provides a close-up view of the specimen and can be used
to look at fine details of a structure of interest. For novice users, however, the higher magnification can
be disorienting because the larger, more comprehensive field-of-view offered by a lower magnification, is
lost. In fact, one visitor while using the 5x objective, talked about wanting to zoom out even more for a
better overview:

Reviewing the computer logs, I found that many (19/24 or 79%) of the study participants used the 10x.
However, visitors also used the digital zoom to try to take a closer look. In contrast to switching
objectives, digital zooming provides a visual sense of getting closer to an object of interest. On the other
hand, digital zooming does not increase the resolution of the image and cannot reveal the finer details of a
specimen, sometimes yielding only a highly pixelated image.

 Design Implications. These findings suggest that limits may need to be placed on the digital zoom
feature to insure a meaningful image for visitors. Similar to the use of fluorescent light, visitors’ use of
the higher objective need to be better supported, with guidance on when to use the 10x objective and what
they might see with the higher magnification that would not be visible otherwise. At the same time, the
development team may wish to consider a lower magnification objective, in lieu of the 5x, to allow
visitors a better sense of the larger slide.
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What do visitors look at?
Seeing begins with identification
A review of visitors’ think aloud data showed that a majority (14/24 or 58%) of the visitors’ explorations
began with identification. For instance

Furthermore, not all of the visitors knew what a zebrafish embryo is and were not sure what to look at or
look for.

 Design Implications. Identification seemed to be a critical first step in visitors’ making sense of
anything that followed. This suggests that scaffolding should begin with helping visitors know what the
specimen looks like, not just with words but with images that clue them in on what counts as a
‘legitimate’ specimen.
Familiar zebrafish features
To determine what visitors thought they saw under the microscope, I looked through the think aloud
transcripts and noted any physiological structures that visitors mentioned. These are organized in Table 2
according to the different ages of the zebrafish embryo visitors were looking at when they made their
remark, and the light and the objective used.
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Table 2. What visitors (thought they) saw. Features that were unlikely to have been visible under the
objective and light settings used are noted in dark red.

What can be seen

What visitors reported
seeing
(visitor count)

Total visitors
who saw the
specimen

cell (1)
ear (1)
eyes (1)

4

5x
DIC

-

3

cell (1)

4

5x
Fluorescent On
10x
DIC

-

3

10x
Fluorescent On

5

5x
DIC

3

5x
Fluorescent On

4

10x
DIC

3

10x
Fluorescent On

Objective and
Light

0 Hours to 6 Hours (since fertilization)

cells

yolk
shell
Approximately 15 Hours (since fertilization)

head
heart
eye

yolk

shell
tail

blood

eyes (2)
head (2)
heart (2)
cell (1)
spine (1)
fleck (1)
stomach (1)
mouth (1)
tail (1)
shell (1)
vessels (1)
snout (1)
yolk (1)
shell (1)
spine (1)
bones (1)
bones (2)
tail (1)
bones (1)
stomach (1)
tail (1)
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Approximately 30 Hours (since fertilization)
eyes (3)
head (3)

heart

6

5x
DIC

4

5x
Fluorescent On

4

10x
DIC

3

10x
Fluorescent On

heart (4)
spine (3)
blood (2)
fleck (2)
bulbous part (1)
fluid (1)
shell (1)
bones (2)
heart (2)
embryotic fluid (1)
eyes (1)
gills (1)
spine (1)
vessels (1)
-
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5x
DIC

6

5x
Fluorescent On

3

bones (1)
fin (1)
organ (1)

1

10x
DIC
10x
Fluorescent On

blood (2)

yolk
eye
blood

head
tail
shell

brain (1)
fluid (1)
gills (1)
stomach (1)
tail (1)
bones (1)
gills (1)
head (1)
heart (1)
blood (1)
brain (1)
cell (1)
eyes (1)
head (1)
-

More than 45 Hours (since fertilization). The embryo has hatched.

heart

eye

blood

head

Under the 10x Objective. Overall, visitors were better able to make sense of what they saw with the 5x
versus the 10x objective. Eight of the 19 visitors who used the 10x made an interpretative statement (i.e.,
talked about the zebrafish’s behavior or structure) while using the higher magnification. For example,
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Although visitors did notice structures with the higher magnification, visitors did not see anything new
that they did not see at the lower magnification. Instead, the 10x may have allowed visitors to see
something in more detail or simply in a different way.
With the Fluorescence. Because the baseline prototype provided no information about what the
fluorescent light can reveal, visitors struggled with interpreting what they saw under this light setting and
tended to misidentify what they saw with the fluorescent light. For example:

In many case, these misidentifications were understandable, since the circulatory system can align with
the skeletal system or outline familiar features such as eyes or the head.
Although 21 out of 24 (88%) visitors used the fluorescent light, only two of the visitors noticed the heart
with the fluorescence. For instance:

Different developmental ages. Visitors mentioned more structures in the older embryos, likely because
there were more familiar parts that they recognized. Even for the younger embryos, visitors were looking
for familiar features such as an ear or an eye, although neither was visible at this early stage in
development.

 Design Implications. These findings indicate that visitors are familiar with some of the physiological
features of a zebrafish embryo especially in the later stages of its development. They seem to have the
easiest time making sense of what they see under non-fluorescent light with the lower magnification
objective. This suggests that visitor explorations should start with those settings and that the more
‘advanced’ settings (i.e., higher magnification and special lighting) should be introduced when the
specimen or feature in view warrants it. The interpretative support should capitalize on what visitors
already recognize and know but also provide guidance on seeing what visitors do not readily recognize.
This is particularly critical for the early stages of embryonic development, which was the least familiar
for the visitors in this study.
SUMMARY
This formative evaluation was conducted to gauge how visitors would use an interactive microscope and
how they might make sense of the zebrafish embryos placed on the slide, with very limited guidance. It
served to inform the design of scaffolding to help visitors know when and how to use the microscope’s
functions and coordinate that use with sense-making as they investigate the living specimen featured. The
study’s findings and design implications are summarized below in Table 3.
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Table 3. Findings and design implications.
FINDING

DESIGN IMPLICATION

Many visitors did not explore the slide
thoroughly. Most visitors stopped and
remained at the first specimen they
encountered for the duration of their exhibit
experience.

 Improve stage control.
 Inform visitors that there are multiple specimens
that are different and worth looking at and
comparing.

A few visitors used the focus to explore the
three dimensional aspects of the specimen.

 Find opportunities in the investigation when focus
can help build a 3d understanding of the specimen
and provide just-in-time guidance when such
opportunities occur.

Investigation often begins with specimen
identification.

 On the first interpretation screen, show the
different stages of zebrafish embryo.

Many visitors had trouble interpreting what
they saw with the fluorescence and with the
10x.

 Start with the lower magnification objective and
the non-fluorescent light.
 Define context-aware scaffolding that informs
visitors when they can use fluorescent light and
the 10x objective to better investigate what is
currently in view, and what they can see with at
these settings.

Visitors more readily noticed features in the
later versus the earlier stage zebrafish
embryos.

 Start with what visitors already recognize to help
them make sense of what they see and then look
more closely (using the appropriate light selection
and objective).
 For developmental stages where visitors notice
nothing, guidance may need to be much more
detailed and may depend on image recognition to
point out what can be noticed.
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APPENDIX A
Questions
May I ask you a few final questions? [8 questions]
1.

How interesting did you find this? Would you say this was …
Not Interesting

Somewhat Not
Interesting

2.

What made it ____________ for you?

3.

Can you tell me what you tried to do?

Neutral

Somewhat
Interesting

Interesting

a. Was there anything frustrating or confusing about [use their words]? What? [Anything else?]
4.

Was there anything particularly interesting that you saw at the exhibit? Anything else? [Probe to
exhaustion]

a. can you tell me more about that

5.

Do you have any special interest or background that might have helped you understand what you
saw?
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